It is Drew's favorite time of the year. The grass is green. The weather is warm. It is baseball season!
Drew is on the Blue Jays team. He gets his glove, his bat, his hat and his ball. He also gets his dad. It is time to practice!
Drew practices throwing with his dad. Drew practices catching with his dad. Drew practices hitting with his dad. It is time for a game!
Drew goes to his first baseball game. He talks to his teammates. He listens to his coach. It is time to bat!
Drew goes to the plate. He swings and misses. "Strike one!" He swings and misses again. "Strike two!" He swings and hits the ball. It is time to run!
Drew runs to first base. He runs fast. The ball gets to first base before Drew. Drew is out! It is time to catch!
Drew plays in the outfield. He cheers for the pitcher. He hears the ball hit the bat. He looks up. The ball is in the air! It is time to put the glove up.
Drew catches the ball in his glove. The batter is out! Drew smiles. He loves baseball.
The End